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Original Communications

SOME ANOMALOUS AND MORBID ANATOMICAL FINDINGS.*

BY W. T. BRIGGS, M.D., NASHVILLE, TENN.

I thought it might be interesting to call your attention to some anomalous and morbid anatomical conditions noted in the dissecting room at Vanderbilt during the last four years. At the outset I wish to apologize for the lack of scientific value of the observations. To be valuable each anomaly noted should show the percentage of cases in which it occurred. In this respect the value of the paper is nil. This of course is largely my own fault but also to a certain extent the fault of the system during my first two years in the dissecting room. Under this system the demonstrator controlled only one table and so the opportunity for discovering variations was rather limited. Under the new system which has existed during the last two years, each demonstrator controls one part of the body and many subjects, so the opportunity for observing anomalies is much better. Since however it never occurred to me until after Xmas of last year—1914—that I would discover enough anomalies to be of even passing interest, no attempt can

*Read before Nashville Symposium Society, October 1, 1915.
be made to give the percentage of occurrence of the various anomalies found without running the risk of giving inaccurate percentages and if any percentages at all are mentioned in this paper they will be accurate.

Some of those anomalies are given entirely from memory, others are given from data collected by other demonstrators but most are given from actual observations and notes made since January 1st, 1915.

No attempt will be made to go into a very scientific discussion of these various anomalies but stress will laid on the practical side since I am sure this kind of treatment of the subject in hand will be more interesting.

Since the anomalies present in the vascular system were the most common I will commence with that part first.

**Heart**—In only one of the hearts examined was there an opening between the right and left auricle. Since 12 hearts were examined for this defect and a slit like opening found in only one, the percentage is rather low since a slit like opening is said to be present in over 30 per cent of cases. This opening is not to be confounded with a patulous foramen ovale which usually, though not always, leads to circulatory disturbances and death. The small opening so often present is anterior to the annulus ovale and covered by that structure in such a way that blood in either of the auricles will close the opening entirely. It is due to incomplete fusion of the anterior and posterior sections of the embryonic interauricular septum.

**Right Subclavian Artery**—In one case this artery arose from the posterior aspect of the commencement of the descending thoracic aorta, passing thence to the right behind the esophagus and trachea.

This anomaly is due to a developmental error; the distal portion of the embryonic right aortic arch persisting while the proximal part undergoes atrophy, whereas normally the distal portion of the right aortic arch atrophies while the proximal part remains as the innominate. Of course in this case there was no innominate. According to Piersol such a variation is one of the most common of the variations to which the aorta and pulmonary ar-
teries are subject and should always be borne in mind by internist and surgeon alike. By the internists, because the physical signs depending on intrathoracic pathology might be modified by such an anomaly; by surgeons, because in such cases the inferior laryngeal nerve does not pass around the subclavian artery and so is not, strictly speaking, recurrent. In an operation on the thyroid gland, for instance, this nerve might cause confusion if seen, or might be injured before located, since in this case it ran almost parallel to the inferior thyroid artery instead of meeting it at an angle at the lower border of the thyroid cartilage.

_Renal Arteries—_In several cases there were anomalous renal arteries. In fact anomalous renal arteries, as well as accessory arteries, have been found oftener perhaps than any other variation. Piersol writes: "Not infrequently the division of the renal arteries into their terminal branches takes place early, sometimes immediately at their origin, several stems arising directly from the aorta and passing outward to the kidney. Accessory renal branches may arise from the abdominal aorta or from the middle sacral, the common iliac, the internal iliac, or the inferior mesenteric, and occasionally the renal artery proper may be lacking and its place taken by a vessel from one or other of these origins. The accessory arteries frequently enter the substance of the kidney elsewhere than at the hilum. They occasionally give off branches which are either accessory to or replace vessels normally arising elsewhere. Thus they have been observed to give rise to the inf. phrenics, the right branch of the hepatic, the spermatics, branches to the pancreas and colon, and one or more of the lumbar arteries."

Some of these variations are hard even for embryologists to explain. These variations are so frequent that they should always be borne in mind when doing a nephrectomy, since in those cases in which the kidney can not be delivered on the back—and such cases are not rarities—it would be easy to miss one of the branches, or an accessory artery, when ligating the pedicle. Theoretically the ureter and each vessel should be tied separately, but practically such a procedure is not always feasible. Furthermore, anomalous or accessory arteries, especially those that enter the anterior or posterior surface, or either pole instead of the pelvis,
could easily be mistaken for a fibrous band and ruptured while delivering the organ. Since internal hemorrhage is relatively often the cause of death following nephrectomy, there can be but little doubt that anomalous arteries are missed when ligating the pedicle and occasionally torn when delivering the kidney. The smaller the artery torn within certain limits the greater danger to the patient, since a small hemorrhage may be easily overlooked, especially if the blood pressure has fallen during the operation.

Obturator artery—Examination of eighty-one subjects showed that forty obturator arteries, sometimes on only one side, oftener on both sides, had anomalous origins from either the external iliac or the deep epigastric, oftener from the latter. In no case, however, did the anomalous obturator artery pursue the course of the pubic branch of the deep epigastric. It was the search for this anomalous pubic branch of the epigastric that lead me to examine the obturator arteries. There is normally a pubic branch of the deep epigastric which anastomoses with the obturator, but it is very small. Sometimes it becomes large and then takes the place of the obturator. It is in cases where this occurs that following herniotomy for strangulated femoral hernia the patient may bleed to death, since in such cases the femoral ring, except the posterior bony wall, is surrounded by arteries of relatively large size.

Occipital and Posterior Auricular Arteries—In one case these two arteries arose by a common stem from the posterior aspect of the internal carotid at approximately the same level at which the occipital usually arises from the external carotid. This anomaly was present on only one side and in only one case. Such a variation might lead to a serious mistake, since in ligating the external carotid, one of our best guides to this vessel is the occipital branch, with the hypoglossal nerve passing over it. Should the surgeon in a case like this rely on the presence of a branch as a distinguishing mark of the external carotid it might lead to serious consequences; not only because hemorrhage from branches of the external carotid would not be checked were the ligature applied to prevent or control hemorrhage, but also because ligation of the internal carotid artery is a much more serious operation, the mor-
tality being at least forty per cent greater than that following liga-
iture of the external carotid.

Anomalous Branch of the Superior Mesenteric Artery—This
variation was present in two cases out of eighty-one subjects. The
right hepatic artery was very small. However, there was present
a large branch which arose from the sup. mesenteric immediately
after the origin of that vessel from the aorta. This branch
passed upward and to the right, anterior to the head of the pan-
creas and behind the first part of the duodenum to a point in the
free border of the gastrohepatic ligament where it met the com-
mon bile duct. From this point it accompanied the common bile
duct lying to its right side. In size it was as large as the com-
mon bile duct which in one case was somewhat enlarged, probably
owing to the presence of stones in the gall bladder and a chronic
inflammation of the duct. In writing of the variations of the sup.
mesenteric artery, Piersol says, “Branches may be sent to any of
the neighboring organs, such as the liver, stomach and spleen,
and the artery may give rise to the hepatic or to the gastroduo-
denal or even the gastric or renal artery.”

Such an anomalous artery as the one above described might
lead to serious temporary hemorrhage in a cholecystectomy, es-
specially if the duct were divided before clamps or ligatures were
applied, as is sometimes done. Since the artery was right up
against the duct, a large stone in that structure might, by pressure,
lead to the formation of an aneurysm or even to rupture of the
artery, profuse hemorrhage and death. In a cholecystectomy the
artery might be tied and thereby lead to serious circulatory dis-
trubances in the right lobe of the liver.

In regard to the other large arteries, variations were occasion-
ally present, but these variations were only of interest from a
developmental standpoint; however, the so-called high bifurcation
of the brachial should be mentioned specifically, since such an
anomalous condition should always be borne in mind when ligat-
ing the brachial. Next to anomalous renal arteries this high
bifurcation of the brachial has been observed oftener than any
other vascular anomaly. The great frequency of this anomaly is
explained by the fact that this is the early embryonic arrange-
ment of the blood supply of the upper limb.
Veins—The venous anomalies were of course more frequent than the arterial, but less important from a practical standpoint. In one case the right spermatic vein emptied into the right renal instead of opening as usual into the inferior vena cava. Such an anomaly would predispose to a right-sided varicocele. The latter condition is present on the right side in about 4 per cent of cases.

Stomach and Intestines—In one case the cardiac orifice, the fundus and a portion of the body of the stomach were situated, so far as bony landmarks could serve as guides, in the thoracic cavity, but since those portion of the stomach were on the abdominal side of the diaphragm, the stomach was still intraabdominal. This anomaly was first thought to be a diverticulum or tumor of the esophagus but further dissection showed that it consisted of the above mentioned portions of the stomach. The pyloric portion and a part of the body of the stomach were contracted and the muscular coat very much hypertrophied, the pylorus itself and the duodenum occupied the usual position. This partial hernia of the stomach into the thorax was probably the result of a fall from a height since the limbs of the cadaver had been broken in many places.

Intussusception—In two cases this pathological condition was found. In both cases the intussusceptum was greatly narrowed, but there was no necrosis and no visible signs of circulatory disturbance nor was there any apparent cause for the condition such as tumor, constriction or foreign body. These two cases were interesting because of the absence of apparent cause, rather high location and the fact that they were both found in adults.

Meckel's Diverticulum—Though this condition is present in two per cent of all cases I have never seen the condition in the dissecting room.

Jackson's Veil—I have looked carefully for this condition but so far have never found anything like it except the bands and adhesions around the appendix.

Internal Hernia—In one of the cases there was found an internal hernia, the small intestines apparently having herniated through the mesentery so that on opening the abdomen the small intestine was found enclosed in a second peritoneal sac. In a
laparotomy such as double peritoneum might lead to confusion and trouble before the condition was recognized.

*The Appendix*—The position of this organ, as might be expected, was very variable. In one case the colon had not completely rotated as a result of which the cecum was in close relation to the right kidney and the tip of the appendix had almost entered the foramen of Winslow. Disease of this appendix might have simulated gall bladder, renal, gastric, duodenal or pancreatic lesions. The resemblance to renal disease might be increased were the appendicitis accompanied by a hematuria, as is sometimes the case even when the diseased appendix is not in close relation to the ureter or kidney. In practically all the subjects dissected during the past four years, a careful dissection of the appendicular artery has been made. Although the appendix is classed as a vestigial organ, the arterial supply has always seemed relatively large for the organ. However the blood and lymph vessels pass posterior to the ileum or cecum and one can readily see how a bolus of undigested food or a foreign body trying to pass the ileocecal valve, might by pressure produce a blood and lymph stasis in the appendix and in that way allow the ever present bacteria a chance to proliferate and produce inflammation. Contracting adhesions from a previous attack of appendicitis might cause an acute attack by this same mechanism. In looking over the literature on the etiology of appendicitis, this arrangement of the arterial supply has not been sufficiently stressed except by Piersol. Yet the fact that females, whose appendices often have a blood supply from the ovarian artery, as well as the usual blood supply, suffer less often from appendicitis than males, should impress on us that blood and lymph stasis is often an etiological factor which might be closely connected with chronic gastric and intestinal indigestion. In 1898 Edebohls stated in a paper, that in 60 per cent of his cases of appendicitis—most of them of the chronic type—wandering kidney was present, and he thought the disease was due to a chronic vascular stasis caused by the right kidney pressing on the head of the pancreas and thus compressing the superior mesenteric artery. In proof of this theory he referred to twelve cases entirely cured by nephropexy. If pressure so far
removed from the appendix will produce disease of that organ through blood stasis, then it seems reasonable to believe the nearer pressure will do the same. Other anatomical causes of appendicitis are (1) Small valve of Gerlach which will quickly close if there is any edema or distention. (2) Short mesentery causing kinks in the appendix, the kinks leading to retention, distention and blood stasis; these kinks not only are a cause of appendicitis, but careful observers state that gangrenous appendicitis is commoner when kinks are present. (3) Uphill drainage. (4) Rich development of lymphoid tissue.

Other causes of appendicitis mentioned in the literature were:

1. Foreign bodies and fecal concretions. In 1400 cases collected by Jas. F. Mitchell, foreign bodies were present in 7 per cent of the cases.
2. Strictures.
3. Ulcerations.
4. Heredity.
5. Influenza.

In looking over this last list of etiological factors one can still see that the anatomy plays a very important roll. Even foreign bodies, if we include enteroliths in this class, are often due primarily to anatomical peculiarities, such as kinking or stasis, both of which cause a change in the secretion and the formation of foreign bodies. Ulcerations probably often result from the pressure of foreign bodies or the retention of bacteria under pressure. It is hard to prove that heredity has anything to do with appendicitis. However we all know that certain families are victims of this disease. As early as 1899 Faisans advanced the idea that influenza and appendicitis were related as cause and effect, basing his belief on the fact that for the previous ten years appendicitis had become more frequent along with the increase in the number of cases of lagrippe, and that the number of cases of appendicitis increased with the increase in the number of cases of influenza. However, we must remember that influenza reduces the patient’s vitality so much, that it isn’t surprising the appendix suffers disease, especially in the gastric type of influenza when the vitality of the intestinal tract is lowered and the bacterial content increased.
In view of these anatomical variations to which the appendix is subject, it is doubtful in my mind whether Rosenow's theory will stand the test of time. Bacteria injected into the blood may cause an appendicitis, but some of the above mentioned factors must be present. It would be hard to convince me that bacteria circulating in the blood will attack any appendix which has a good circulation, no kinks, no strictures, no foreign bodies and no ulcerations. In view of the above mentioned facts I believe the best prophylaxis against appendicitis is thorough mastication of food, regular meals and regular daily movement from the bowels.

Region of the Gall Bladder—In most of the subjects examined adhesions in this region have been found and in many cases the foramen of Winslow was absolutely closed. This finding is in accordance with the growing belief that gall bladder disease is commoner than was formerly thought to be the case and that the so-called chronic gastritis is often nothing more or less than cholecystitis or cholelithiasis. Adhesions here not only cause circulatory disturbances in the gall bladder which may predispose to cholecystitis and cholelithiasis, but also cause circulatory disturbances in the stomach, which predispose to ulcer formation.

Liver—Variations in size and shape were common, especially in the female. In one case—an elderly female—the liver was twice as long as it was broad. The right kidney had contracted until it was no larger than the thumb, and its pelvis was filled with pus.

Kidneys—Variations in size were common, distinct fetal lobulation was sometimes found. In one case there were two pelves and two ureters. Just before entering the bladder the ureters anastomosed but bifurcated again and entered the bladder separately. In this case the other kidney was present and drained into the bladder in the usual way. In a case like this, careless cystoscopic examination with ureteral catheterization might cause the examiner to declare both kidneys diseased when perhaps the other kidney was healthy.

In another case the pelvis and calyces were practically extra-renal, the pelvis lying against the middle of the posterior surface of the kidney, the calyces entering the kidney after coming off
the pelvis in such a manner that most of the calyces were extra-
renal. The renal artery passed to the anterior surface of the kid-
ney, where it divided into three branches. Of these branches, one
entered the anterior surface while the other two passed, one ante-
riorly, the other posteriorly, around the kidney to enter its sub-
stance posteriorly in close relation to the pelvis and calyces. To
remove a stone from the substance of such a kidney might be
difficult, since it would be hard to decide just how to cut in order
to avoid cutting a large artery. Of course stone in the pelvis
could be easily removed.

Bladder—In two cases the superolateral surface of this organ
was firmly connected with the obturator foramen by a mass of
fat and peritoneum. Judging by the strength of the connection,
such a condition might lead to inability to completely empty the
bladder and thereby invite cystitis and calculus formation.

Prostate Gland—In none of the cases examined this year—eight
males—was the prostate noticeably enlarged. However, its rela-
tive nearness to the surface, and the distribution of the blood
vessels and nerves in relation to it make me incline to perineal
prostatectomy rather than the suprapubic, though I believe the
suprapubic is at present the commoner operation.

The Penis—Most of the cadavers were negroes and most of
the organs were large. In one case the penis measured ten inches
in length in the flaccid state.

Colon—In none of the cases I have examined was there a mes-
terity to the ascending or descending colon. One case has been
mentioned in which the colon had failed to completely rotate. In
another case the cecum was situated in the middle line in front of
the fourth lumbar vertebra. In still another subject the descend-
ing colon made a sharp turn when it reaches the crest of the ilium,
rann upward as high as the left kidney and then turned down to-
ward the brim of the pelvis, where it became continuous with the
pelvic colon. The part of the colon making this excursion was
bound down to the posterior abdominal wall, had no mesentery
and was apparently contracted. Such an anomaly might lead to
chronic constipation of a severe type and would certainly cause the
operator attempting to do a sigmoidostomy some trouble, since it would be very difficult to bring the bowel to the parietes.

Testicle—There was one case of undescended testicle. In this case the testicle was lying on the anterior abdominal wall about an inch above the external abdominal ring. It was situated between the muscles and the superficial fascia. It was flattened, but not much smaller than a normal testicle.

In closing I wish to apologize for devoting so much time to the etiology of appendicitis. I wish also to apologize again for the incompleteness of the paper owing to the lack of accurate percentages.
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Orthopedic Surgery for the General Practitioner—James Warren Sever (Inter-State Medical Journal, February, 1914, p. 125) discusses some common orthopedic affections which come more particularly under the notice of the general practitioner, and he selects—

(a) Limping in Children,
(b) Lateral Curvature of the Spine.
(c) Congenital Club-foot.
(d) Synovitis of the Knee-joint, and
(e) Infantile Paralysis,
as examples to illustrate his thesis.

(a) Limping Children—He remarks that it is almost a daily experience to see a child brought to the hospital on account of a limp in one leg of greater or less duration, and frequently the parents state the trouble is all in the knee. When the child is stripped and the character of the gait is noted, it will be seen at once whether the cause of the trouble is in the knee, hip, or ankle; further examination with the child on its back on the table will localize the trouble, which is generally in the hip. Pain in the knee without anything to show for it at that joint usually means hip trouble, both these joints, therefore, must always be examined carefully.

Another not uncommon cause of a limp is due to muscle strain of the leg following a fall or injury. In such cases, there is usually a slight limp of short duration, and a history of sudden onset

after injury. On examination, it is found that there is very slight limitation of movement of the hip, especially in the directions of outward rotation and hyper-extension, and an X-ray of the hip joint usually shows nothing abnormal. Some of these cases, however, are due to slight synovitis of the hip joint, analogous to "water on the knee," and readily clear up with rest in bed and a flannel spica. Other cases are, however, of a more severe description, and an X-ray shows a partially displaced epiphysis. If the displacement is not at all great the best method of treatment is to apply a plaster spica with the leg slightly abducted; when the pain has ceased the patient is allowed to get about on crutches. Still more severe examples of slipped epiphysis call for forcible abduction of the leg, under ether, followed by the use of plaster of Paris and later on of a metal splint, which will keep the leg abducted. As Royal Whitman has shown time after time, this is the correct treatment for such cases.

When a limping child is seen, we should also bear in mind congenital dislocation of the hip, coxa vara and rickets, fracture of the neck of the femur and coxa valga. It should, therefore, be the rule not only to examine the hip and knee, but the spine as well. Tuberculosis of the spine, accompanied by a psoas abscess, causes a certain amount of flexion of the leg and irritation about the hip muscles; so that, when a patient attempts to walk, he will show some hesitation, of which the cause can be found on examination. A right-sided limp should lead to examination of the iliac fossa for an inflamed or suppurating appendix.

(b) Lateral Curvature of the Spine—To those who are doing school-inspection work, the following points should be emphasized. A child who carries one shoulder higher than the other probably has some kind of lateral curve, and so, too, has every girl who has a so-called high hip or large hip. It is necessary then to have the child stripped to the hips and examine the spine carefully.

Lateral curvature is of two kinds—

(1) Postural or physiological, and

(2) Structural or organic.
The first is curable by proper exercises, massage, and careful attention to the avoidance of mal-position. In the latter case, the treatment for the physiological type must be supplemented by some form of support, and it is well to recognize that in many cases it is useless or even harmful to carry out any treatment without instrumental support. It will readily be seen that when the spine is made more flexible by exercises it will consequently sag into a worse position than before, unless the improvement brought about by exercises is maintained in the intervals by a support.

(c) Congenital Club-foot—A club-foot, improperly treated, is one of the most difficult problems we have to meet, but it can be cured absolutely, if the child is given adequate treatment early enough, and by this is meant within the first eight weeks of life. Time lost at the start can never be regained and the earlier the treatment is begun, the more normal the foot the patient will have later in life. Manipulations may be commenced from the first day, and a suitable form of retention splint applied. The great object to aim at is over-correction of the deformity, and over-correction as applied to a congenital club foot means a foot well everted, abducted, and capable of full dorsiflexion. Later on, massage, especially of the anterior and external muscles, the application of a light support for from six months to a year to maintain the over-correction, and the constant use of the foot in weight-bearing, when the child is old enough to walk, are the measures indicated.

(d) Synovitis of the Knee-joint — This common condition, known as "water on the knee," is generally the result of trauma, and may be antecedent to tuberculosis. The treatment, therefore, should be complete and thorough from the first; and the indications are to fix the joint, to prevent weight-bearing to diminish the pain and tension in the joint, to get rid of the excess of synovial fluid, and to restore function within a reasonable time, without too great loss of power and muscular atrophy of the leg. To carry out these objects, a posterior splint, slightly bent at the knee, and rest in bed so as to keep the leg in a horizontal position are required. An icepack over the knee for 48 hours will limit the effusion, and it is rarely necessary, or indeed advisable, to tap the joint.
After the first few days the patient can get about on crutches, the weight being taken off the joint, and then radiant heat and gentle massage are of service. After the first week, the splint is taken off, and the knee bandaged with a flannel bandage, after having placed a horseshoe pad above the patella, so as to compress the synovial membrane fully, and then limited weight-bearing is allowed. The results are far better than if the splint is kept on for three weeks or more, in which time the joint, although it may have no fluid in it, will be found to be motionless and stiff, and several weeks may be spent in recovery of movement and in regaining muscular strength.

(e) Infantile Paralysis—This, especially in its epidemic form, is one of the diseases most to be dreaded. Recent experiences show that in the epidemic form the symptoms are often anomalous and misleading. The diagnosis before the onset of paralysis is extremely difficult, especially at the beginning of the epidemic. In an acute case of this kind, the first thing is absolute rest and free purgation. In many instances, the pain is relieved by putting the child on a Bradford frame, or using a plaster of Paris bandage. After the acute period, it is of the utmost importance to prevent stretching of the muscles, and the limb should be placed in such a position that there is no pull whatever upon them. A little ingenuity in the application of the splints may be required to effect this. The weakened limbs should be kept continuously warm, and suitable woolen clothing worn. It is doubtful if electricity does good in any stage in children; it irritates and frightens them, and has largely been given up. Massage, gentle in application, is of the greatest service, but the writer of this review is of opinion that much harm results from forcible and prolonged massage.

The Use of Silk Ligaments at the Ankle in Infantile Paralysis—Robert W. Lovett (American Journal of Orthopedic Surgery, January, 1915, p. 415) says that the use of silk ligaments to replace arthrodesis in complete infantile paralysis of the foot has been both advocated and condemned. It is a comparatively new operation, and, if successful, yields better results than arthrodesis, because the latter leaves behind it a stiff ankle joint; whilst, after successful operation by silk ligaments, plantar-flexion only is
checked and dorsiflexion is allowed, making walking much easier. The rationale consists of the attachment of an artificial silk liga-
ment around which fibrous tissue forms, making a new ligament. The silk is not put in as a ligament in itself, but it serves as a base 
for the deposit of fibrous tissue, and therefore a long after-treat-
ment is obviously necessary.

The results of seventy-nine operations at the Children's Hos-
pital, Boston, the work of six operators, are given. The tech-
nique, however, varies among the operators. At first twisted silk 
was used, but this was followed occasionally by infection and 
extrusion of the silk. In 1910, however, braided silk Nos. 12 and 
14, prepared in paraffin, was used. In 1913, Turner's silk No. 11, 
boiled in oxy-cyanide of mercury for thirty minutes, and then 
boiled with the instruments for thirty minutes, was tried. Later on, 
twisted silk Nos. 16 and 18, boiled for twenty minutes in a 1 to 
1,000 solution of bichloride of mercury, and then boiled again in 
water with the instruments, was employed.

Lovett says that the use of any one method of silk prepara-
tion is not responsible for the expulsion of the silk. He has shown 
that this latter event may occur with various methods. The writer 
of this review, however, has formed the opinion, from some ex-
perience of this matter, that the best way of preparing the silk, 
and of anticipating the possibility of its being extruded, is to use 
twisted silk of No. 3 or 4 of our gauge, which has first been soaked 
in ether, then boiled, and afterwards placed for a week in a 1 in 
1,000 solution of biniiodide of mercury. We have not had, so far, 
any case of infection or silk sinus formation. In two of Lovett's 
cases of implantation there was direct operative infection, and 
the silk had to be removed in one case in about three weeks and 
once in four weeks. The other cases, before they gave trouble in 
this direction, ran from three to five months, and in one example 
to 15 months. In this last case it seems fair to attribute the trou-
ble to boot trouble, but in the others it occurred before the boot 
was put on.

Three different methods of implanting the silk have been used: 
A. *Periosteal Insertion*—An incision is made over the skin of 
the tibia the periosteum turned back, and the silk quilted up one
side of the reflected periosteum and down the other, and two, four or more strands are then carried down under the annular ligament by means of a long flat probe, with a large eye, to an incision made in the tarsus, where it is desired to attach the silk. Here it is again quilted into the periosteum. The incision may be at the inner or outer side of the foot or at the middle, the strands being opposite to the desired spot and fastened there.

B. *The Open Bone Method*—The tibia is cut down upon and the periosteum deflected, then a bone drill, with an eye is driven through the tibia from side to side. A similar hole is made in the tarsus, and the silk is then secured through the holes.

C. *The Subcutaneous Bone Method*—In this method a drill, with an eye, is passed directly through the skin, without an incision, at the desired spot on the foot, and by means of a leader of silkworm gut the silk is carried through the drill-hole. The tibia is then drilled in the same way, without an incision, and through the drill-hole, slightly enlarged if necessary, a probe, with an eye, is passed down and out through one of the drill-holes in the tarsus, the silk passed through it, and drawn back and out of the upper hole. The same procedure is repeated for the other drill-hole of the tarsus. The silk strands are then drawn through the hole in the tibia by a leader, and the drill-hole where the strands emerged is enlarged sufficiently to allow a deep knot to be tied.

As to the choice of methods, Lovett prefers the open bone drill method, because the proportion of good results is greater by this than by the other two, and silk, implanted in the periosteum, often tears away. As to results, he classifies them as successful, when the desired result is obtained and the foot held at a right angle; partially successful, when the position was improved by operation, but there was some dropping of the foot; and as failures, when there is no perceptible improvement, although it is interesting to note that in no case was the condition made worse by it. Of 44 periosteal operations, where the result has been verified, 13 were successful, 9 partially so, and 22 failures. Of 17 bone drill operations, where the result was verified, 12 were successful, 2 partially so, and 3 were failures. Lovett's tables show a progressive improvement in results as the years pass by.
All the above have been done for paralytic talipes equinus; and Lovett, in addition, gives three cases of talipes calcaneus which have been operated upon by putting in a posterior silk ligament from the os calcis to the tibia. One of them was a complete failure; in the second, the calcaneus was improved, and in the third, although there was an abnormal amount of dorsiflexion, the foot was useful and much improved. In our own practice, we have had four very successful examples of moderate talipes calcaneus treated by this method, combined with shortening of the tendo Achillis.

It is often stated that while the leg grows, the silk does not, and that deformity follows as a result, but in no case of his series has Lovett seen any suggestion of this, nor has there been any evidence of over-correction in any way. The cases are kept recumbent for two or three weeks after the operation, and are kept quiet for two months or so; then they are put in plaster for from four to six months, and walking is restricted until a year after the operation. During this time, no unsupported weight should be put on the silk ligaments. In careless patients, it is desirable to fix the foot in plaster of Paris for a year. Lovett regards the implantation of silk ligaments as a useful operation, resulting in a good proportion of successes in paralytic feet. The most rigid technique is necessary, and prolonged fixation and support are essential, because the silk is not strong enough to hold up the foot of itself, but serves as a core of a ligament, which is the real supporting structure.

Albee's Bone Grafting Operation in Pott's Disease of the Spine — Edwin W. Ryerson (American Journal of Orthopedic Surgery, October, 1914, p. 259) reports the results of a series of 26 cases operated upon by him, and considers that they will bear comparison with those under any other form of treatment yet devised, especially when it is remembered that the majority of these patients have been long and patiently treated by conservative orthopedic measures, and were operated upon as a last resort.

The method has earned for itself a distinct place in the treatment of spinal tuberculosis, and can almost be classed as the acme of conservative treatment. As to technique, the operation should
be done rapidly but not hastily, and a double-bladed electric saw is a necessity for the saving of time. The splitting of the spinous processes must be carefully done, and a narrow rather than a broad chisel should be used. No attempt should be made to split the shafts of the spinous processes in children, for they are too thin. The most that we can do is to split the tips, and strip off the periosteum along one side. The muscles of the periosteum should not be separated on the opposite side of the spinous processes. Heavy braided silk sutures should be used. They should be boiled in perchloride of mercury and then in paraffin. These sutures should be strongly placed in the tissues or in the tips of the spinous processes themselves.

If it is desired to make any correction of the deformity, a point of great importance is to use a bone splint that will extend well above and below the diseased vertebrae. It is not too much for it to lie two or even three vertebrae above and below the limits of the disease, and it is far better to extend a vertebra to many than one vertebra too few. Incidentally, we may remark that it has been shown by Albee that this method of ankylosing the spinous processes of the vertebrae does not interfere with growth, for the growth increases pari passu with that of the spine.—*Pediatrics.*
THE NON-OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF LABOR.

BY EDWARD P. DAVIS, M.D.,
Professor of Obstetrics in the Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia.

The great gain made recently by obstetric surgery is striking and self-evident. It may not be inopportune to raise the question, What improvement has been made in the conduct of parturition not requiring an obstetric operation of considerable gravity?

The old practice of obstetrics was characterized by tedious uncertainty and by work done under great disadvantages, which often made impossible the best results. The practice of obstetrics in former times was essentially domestic, and the home of the patient was the place where any and all treatment, however difficult, was carried out. With the advent of the modern hospital and the development of antiseptic surgery, the most complicated and critical obstetric cases have gradually been given modern advantages. But in many instances the old conditions still prevail.

If we inquire what has made the average practice of obstetrics difficult and unsatisfactory, we find two important causes: first, economic reasons, and secondly, domestic superstition.

By economic reasons, we mean that compensation of attendance upon obstetric practice has been so little in comparison to equal skill and attention given to other cases that such practice has been avoided, and often done unwillingly to keep the medical practice of a family. The public have been so imbued with the idea that labor is a natural phenomenon and requires little if any attention, that they fail to recognize the value of skilled services in this department of medicine. Again, the ovarian tumor once removed will probably not return; the removal of a fibroid uterus will often end the patient's disease and discomfort; a patient recovering from typhoid or pneumonia hopes not to undergo a second experience. But the tumor removed from a pregnant uterus grows and causes expense and trouble from the moment of its advent. There seems to be no end to the highly contagious and incurable diseases known as humanity, and so the public reason that they cannot afford to
pay so much for getting into trouble as they might willingly give for getting out of difficulties. The fact that the profession has been willing to undertake in private houses, often single-handed difficult operations which the surgeon would not risk except in hospital has led the public to believe that this is a right and proper procedure.

Domestic superstition has thrown around human parturition many obstacles to scientific progress. The firm belief in the mind of the mother of the patient that she, by virtue of age and experience, knows more about her daughter’s case than any physician can; the belief that it is unworthy and reprehensible to have a child born anywhere but in the home; and proclivity that friends and relatives show to give gratuitous advice regarding these cases, combine to make them often difficult to manage. In this connection it is interesting to observe that the absolute essential of Krö nig and Gauss’s modern method of treating spontaneous parturition consists in absolutely excluding friends and relatives from the presence of the patient.

If we inquire how these difficulties to essential progress in obstetric art may be overcome, we suggest that obstetrics should be recognized as a specialty of equal importance with other branches of surgery. The logical conclusion of this proposition might lead to the abandonment of spontaneous parturition to the care of midwives, but this can not obtain in our country because our population is educated to demand better attention than the midwife can give. The public will not believe that obstetrics is a specialty until they see it practiced as a specialty by men specially educated and trained to carry out in all cases an antiseptic and aseptic technique, and who are familiar with such surgical procedures as may become necessary.

The question arises, Will it be possible to put all obstetric practice in the hands of the specialist? In considering this we may turn to the practice of surgery. The well-educated general practitioner does not hesitate to open abscesses, close unimportant wounds, stop moderate external hemorrhage in emergency, and often set a fractured limb or reduce a simple and minor dislocation; but he does not attempt to reduce a dislocation of the neck.
of the femur or of the head of the humerus, nor does he attempt the major operations. So the general practitioner will conduct spontaneous and uncomplicated parturition, close superficial lacerations, and prevent threatened hemorrhage, without attempting major obstetric operations.

I believe, however, that no essential gain will be made in obstetric art until great importance is laid upon obstetric diagnosis. The specialty of the general practitioner in all branches of medicine is diagnosis. He is frequently the first to see the patient. Upon his diagnostic power will depend the choice, wise or unfortunate, of the method of treatment. If he can not recognize serious conditions valuable time may be lost and valuable lives wasted. He may not have the skill, experience and equipment to undertake surgical procedures, but diagnosis he must know for the good of the patient and the honor of himself.

In accordance with this idea, I have for some time laid special stress in teaching the senior class at the Jefferson Medical College upon the cardinal points in obstetric diagnosis. They are frequently told that but a small percentage of them will become obstetric surgeons, and it would be a misfortune to the community should it be otherwise. But with few exceptions all recent graduates, while finding themselves, will be called upon to make diagnoses, and upon their success in this will depend their future development, and often the life and health of the patient. Thorough diagnosis in obstetrics will classify cases into those which demand especial attention and hospital facilities, and those which in all probability will require little help and may safely be conducted in their homes.

The public are rapidly becoming educated in this matter. One of the keenest criticisms I have ever heard of an obstetric operation came from an Italian, who had witnessed with dismay the fruitless effort made by a practitioner to deliver his wife with forceps. In graphic language he drew attention to the fact that the doctor had not made traction in the axis of the pelvis, that he had not applied the forceps to the sides of the child's head, and that his procedure must inevitably fail.
The public are now alert to notice whether the medical attendant makes a careful preliminary survey of the patient, whether the pelvis is measured, the urine examined, attention given to the hygiene of pregnancy, and proper precautions instituted for the approach of confinement.

A further and most important step in the education of the public and one which is rapidly progressing, is the necessity for hospital care in complicated confinements. In cities having abundant hospital facilities it has for some time ceased to be uncommon to have confinement cases seek the aid of hospitals. But education of the public is desirable in obtaining pre-maternity care in the interests of both mother and child. In how many cases is this absolutely neglected?

The prime importance of obstetric diagnosis lies in its recognition of conditions which must make spontaneous labor impossible. A contracted pelvis, the overgrown child, the transverse position, the parietal bone presentation, and the presence of a tumor blocking the pelvis, take the case at once out of the class of spontaneous parturitions and place it among those requiring surgical procedure. Too much stress can not be laid upon the responsibility of the medical attendant in this matter. Many of the obstetric tragedies arise through the carelessness, ignorance, or haste of the practitioner who first sees the patient. Many conditions can be recognized during pregnancy, and the patient referred to hospital for successful confinement, which if undetected or neglected may result in grave danger and injury to mother and child.

An exact classification of those patients in whom one may expect spontaneous delivery, and those who should have the surroundings and equipment of hospital, is difficult. The treatment of normal labor applies only in normal individuals, and how rarely do we see them. Spontaneous parturition may occur precipitately or after great delay. In sudden violent labors, severe lacerations may be sustained, causing hemorrhage from torn vessels, and exposing the patient to the danger of infections, so delay followed by spontaneous birth may bring about relaxation of the uterus and hemorrhage. In neither of these cases has the parturition
been accomplished by an obstetric operation, and yet grave dangers have arisen in the case. If we were to classify the cases into those which may with reasonable safety be left at home and those which should go to hospital, we may say that all primiparous patients should be delivered in hospital, if possible; also those multiparae who give a history of difficult preceding parturition. It goes without saying that all abnormal patients should be referred to hospital care.

This would leave for the general practitioner that rarest of all obstetric patients, the perfectly normal primipara, and those multiparae not exhausted nor injured by previous labors, and in sound physical condition. Cases in which in all probability extensive laceration will accompany spontaneous parturition should be referred to hospital, or put under the care of skilled obstetricians if they insist upon remaining at home.

In the non-operative treatment of labor, the case having been correctly diagnosticated as one in which the elements for spontaneous parturition are all present, must be conducted with two important objects in view; first, the prevention of exhaustion; and secondly, the relief of pain.

As regards the first, the introduction into obstetric art of the trained nurse has revolutionized the management of the first stage of labor. Formerly this was left to anxious and gossiping relatives, who frequently gave the patient worse than no aid, and kept her in a condition of excitement which induced exhaustion. At present the trained nurse protects her patient from depressing influences, lessens suffering and delay by seeing that the bowel and bladder of the patient are frequently emptied, induces rest by making the patient as comfortable as possible, and sustains her strength by giving her proper nourishment at proper intervals. The feeling of security which the presence and care of the disciplined, skilful, and self-possessed nurse affords is an element of great value in securing a successful first stage. This is essentially the nurse’s province in labor, as she usually has the patient to herself alone, and is often personally responsible for her success or failure. She should carry the patient through this trying time with the minimum of delay and suffering, and bring her to
the active stage of parturition in good condition. With the nurse, as with the general practitioner, a thorough drill in obstetric diagnosis is requisite. She must know the signs of labor which is progressing naturally and successfully, and the symptoms of failure in progress and threatened exhaustion. She may with propriety be taught to listen for fetal heart sounds, and she should be able to diagnosticate rupture of the fetal membranes. As to whether she should be trained to make vaginal examinations, there may well be difference of opinion. Personally, I should extend this duty only to those nurses whom I have known for some time, who had received such training by acting as head nurses or clinic nurses in maternity hospitals, and in whose asepsis and antisepsis I had every reason to have confidence. Were these conditions not fulfilled I should certainly be strongly against it.

Shall drugs be employed in mitigating the nagging and irregular pain of the first stage of labor, or shall the patient be allowed to worry through as best she may, receiving no further aid than that given by the nurse?

There can be no question concerning the value of analgesic drugs during the first stage of labor, which by its duration, and the nagging character of the pains, threatens exhaustion. Among the remedies which have survived long usage opium stands easily the first and most important. Perhaps the only real benefit to the public arising from the present popular discussion of this subject will be found in the education of the public to expect hypodermic injections. Thus, morphine and atropine may be given hypodermically without remonstrance by the patient, where formerly dread and dislike to this method were encountered.

With the first stage of labor dragging on through the night with but little progress, and threatened exhaustion, this familiar expedient is best of all. For simple nervousness only, the use of bromide of sodium, given by the mouth, impresses the patient with the idea that something is being done for her. During this stage of labor one may best interpret this phenomenon by calling to mind what is our knowledge concerning pain. This may be described as the reaction of the cerebrum to disturbing impressions. When, however, the pain is so severe as to depress the
vital centers the phenomenon of shock develops. The pain of parturition is seldom a symptom of the patient's danger. It rarely disturbs the pulse, temperature, or respiration. Its logical treatment then calls for those remedies which soothe the cerebrum.

This view of pain explains the success of the endeavor to treat the patient by appeals to the imagination. Thus the Christian scientist who at a safe distance treats the patient by prayer, the belief in a certain sacred or holy object, the finer challenge to maternal ambition with the resolve to endure pain—all illustrate the brain treated by suggestion.

But difficulty in managing these cases mentally lies in the fact that there is no period of rest and sleep, such as one observes in the second stage of labor between active uterine contractions. It is the constant nagging character of the pain which makes it difficult to control it except by narcotics. Possibly the greatest mistake which could be made at this time would be the attempt to lessen the patient's suffering by the use of an anesthetic. I well remember a case seen in consultation in which a physician, more sympathetic than wise, had caused a woman in her first labor to inhale ether during the greater part of the day. She finally came to the second stage thoroughly drunk, requiring delivery by forceps, followed by relaxation of the uterus, and severe hemorrhage.

The power of the brain to paralyze the efforts of labor may be observed in those cases in which abject fear prevents the normal development of parturition. In my experience a young primipara, illegitimately pregnant, had been told by a fortune-teller that she would die in labor. With difficulty, and under constant attention and stimulation, she passed through spontaneous parturition, but died of heart-clot a few hours after.

Here comes in the efficiency of the disciplined and self-possessed nurse, who during the tedious hours of the first stage of labor may study the patient's mind and comfort and encourage her.

In my experience, few patients, however apparently normal, last through the second stage of labor without some evidences of exhaustion of the nervous system. Here the element of time is of importance, for the child is subjected to more or less pressure, and delay may be fatal to the fetus if not to the mother. Here
again the hypodermic method may serve as well, and in my expe-
rience the hypodermic use of strychnine and digitalin in moderate
doses is valuable. In patients greatly depressed by suffering I am
accustomed to add to this a moderate dose of codeine.

The posture of the patient during the second stage of labor is
of primary importance, and may assist greatly in the mechanism
of labor, thus avoiding delay and fatigue.

At the moment of the expulsion of the child abundant expe-
rience proves the value of the inhalation of ether to the degree of
temporary but complete unconsciousness. To carry this out suc-
cessfully the obstetrician must wait until the presenting part is
thoroughly distending the pelvic floor and perineum. If the bi-
manual method of managing labor be adopted, the patient is
turned upon her left side, the right hand of the obstetrician filled
with antiseptic gauze is held over the anus and pelvic floor, and
the left hand placed between the patient's thighs. In controlling
the exit of the head the time may be chosen when the head is com-
pletely under control to induce rapid anesthesia. With the patient
unconscious, the head may be held with the left hand while the
right hand slips the perineum and pelvic floor over the face of the
child, and the head is born. When the anesthetic is removed the
patient will arouse sufficiently to expel the remainder of the child's
body without undue delay. Should uterine contraction be needed,
rubbing the uterus through the abdominal wall will bring about the
desired contraction.

If the patient is not nauseated during labor, the old custom of
giving a teaspoonful of fluid ergot by mouth may be followed
just before the obstetrician is ready to express the placenta. If
there has been irritability of the stomach, again the hypodermic
method may be used, and aseptic ergot given beneath the skin,
with also a hypodermic injection of strychnine and atropine. The
delivery of the placenta should follow speedily, and the uterus
should promptly contract.

Shall lacerations be immediately closed, or shall the practitioner
await his convenience in this matter?

My experience leads me to believe that the immediate closure
of lacerations, including those of the cervix, is indicated. Where
the patient is exhausted, or the physician needs assistance, and the surroundings are unfavorable, a delay of twenty-four to thirty-six hours may be practiced to secure the proper conditions. In immediate repair of cervical injuries we have had 80 per cent complete union, 10 per cent partial union, 10 per cent no union, with no case of septic infection.

Here again we come upon the difficulty of successful closure of considerable lacerations by the general practitioner. Our classification of obstetric cases would send to hospital those in whom one could anticipate serious laceration. But the unexpected often happens, and deep and extensive tears may follow spontaneous birth. Unless the practitioner is equipped in skilled experience he would do well to delay until he can summon assistance and secure favorable conditions for the operation.

We have endeavored to indicate that the non-operative management of spontaneous labor is only possible where critical and accurate diagnosis has first assigned the given case to the class in which one should expect successful spontaneous labor with a minimum of injury, delay, and danger. Even under these favorable circumstances the practitioner must give to this patient intelligent, watchful nursing, thoroughly clean and aseptic surroundings, intelligent comprehension of the phenomena of labor, skilful and intelligent use of reliable drugs, and considerable experience and skill in the delivery of the child and the repair of minor injuries. How often do these conditions obtain in what are erroneously styled natural births?—The Therapeutic Gazette.
Extracts from Home and Foreign Journals.

SURGICAL

The Psychic Factor in Surgery.

Whatever may be the ultimate significance of Crile's anoci-association doctrine in its relation to surgical shock, it has at least served one excellent purpose; it has called widespread attention to the esthetic and suggestive element in our dealings with our patients, especially in the realm of surgery. For years we have inexcusably neglected this factor. Not only are no particular pains taken to shield the patient from the sight and sound of all the dreadful paraphernalia pertaining to the preparation for a serious operation, but, on the contrary, there seems to be a special conspiracy to parade it all before the victim's shrinking eye and ears.

There is no excuse, in these days, for such a brutal neglect of all the psychological demands of the case. All the healing cults—Christian Science, mental healing, New Thought, and the like—have learned the lesson and put it into practice. Perhaps they have overdone it a little. Regular medicine alone remains heedless. Possibly its attitude has been one of thoughtlessness, rather than of deliberate disregard. It has been disposed to look upon this aspect of the matter as trivial and unimportant.

There is a limit to such psychology, of course. Extremes are always irrational. No one wishes the attitude and behavior of the surgeons and his corps of accessories, before and after the fact, to be one of irresponsible and frivolous trifling, as though there were nothing serious afoot at all. Such a course would be just as hysterical and irritating to the patient's overwrought sensibilities as the opposite course is morbid and depressing. Everybody knows how trying, under some severe mental stress, is the light-hearted, unfeeling prattle of an acquaintance who knows
nothing of the strain we are under. To imitate that sort of attitude would be foolish and futile.

What gives strength and composure in such times of stress is the ministration of a friend who knows, but who thoughtfully and tactfully relieves the situation of all its morbid, sombre entourage, and sheds an air of calm confidence in the outcome. This should be the ideal at which our pre- and post-operative treatment of surgical patients should strive. "It is not death that men fear," said some ancient philosopher (Bacon, we believe), "but the paraphernalia of death." The same is largely true of a surgical operation; and it should be the aim of our modern system to shield the patient from its horrible paraphernalia, both psychic and material.

We emphasize the importance of this matter in surgery, because it is there that we doctors are guilty of the greatest neglect; and there, perhaps, that patients suffer most from our neglect. But the lesson applies in every department of medicine—in the arrangement and decoration and conduct of the doctor's office, in the matter of prognosis (many a sensitive patient has been psychologically, if not actually, killed by the abrupt announcement of his death-sentence, either verbally or in the expression of the doctor's face), in the management of the sick-room, and, in short, in every relation between the physician and the patient.

Whatever we may think, and whatever may prove to be the case, concerning the direct effect of anoci-association upon actual surgical shock, nobody can gainsay the influence of emotions and sensibilities upon vital function and resistance during the consciousness of the individual; and it is certainly an important part of the physician's business to reckon with and utilize this psychic element.—The Medical Brief.

Transverse Incision in Appendicitis.

A. E. Rockey first advocated this method in an article in the Medical Record in November, 1915, entitled "Transverse Incision in Abdominal Operations." In the region of McBurney's point, the fibers of the internal oblique and the transversalisic run directly transverse, and the external oblique is only an aponeurosis. The
aponeuroses of these muscles are united at their insertion at the
border of the sheath of the rectus, the fibers of the broad tendons
becoming a part of the sheath. This junction is the key to the
situation in this operation. The skin incision at the place of elec-
tion is made directly transverse with its center on McBurney's
point, though it may be lower if conditions require. While the
favorite anatomical situation permits easy access through a short
incision, which may be desirable in children, or small persons with
thin abdominal walls, the incision in ordinary cases should be 2
or 2½ inches in length and may be longer as the case requires.
Continuing deeper it passes through the outer part of the sheath
of the rectus, severing the tendinous border and the aponeurosis,
of the muscles on a directly transverse line. When this is done,
the handle of the scalpel may be inserted below, and the finger
above, and the wound spread wide open by a single pull. Not a
muscle fiber is cut. The fibers of the internal oblique and trans-
versalis separate in a transverse direction. The aponeurosis of
the external oblique is broader than that of the other muscles,
thus permitting the incision through this to be carried further to
the outer side. When the muscular part is reached, the spreading
pull separates the fibers obliquely upward. The muscle is, how-
ever, as elastic as rubber, and the retractor, which is at once in-
serted, drawing outward, readily brings it into the transverse line.
The rectus is now drawn back into its sheath at the inner side by
another retractor. The peritoneum is divided on the transverse
line. This incision is said to give a splendid exposure but is not
adapted to pelvic operations. If doubt exists as to the differen-
tial diagnosis between the appendix and the tube or the appendix
and the gall-bladder as the site of trouble the vertical incision is
preferable. In the occasional case, when the appendix is adher-
ent in the pelvis, a preoperative diagnosis can usually be made.—
Medical Record.

Cancer Immunity Promised.

The Rockefeller Institute has announced, through the Acad-
emy of Science at Washington, a discovery by two of its investi-
gators whereby immunity from cancer, it is hoped, may be obtained. The investigation was conducted by Drs. James B. Murphy and John J. Morton over a period of two years, with the result that in the white lymph cells of the blood there are the necessary factors in making animals immune from cancer. The physicians declare that a decided increase of the white lymph cells gives absolutely immunity. In several mice treated with a serum of lymphoid tissue the number of white lymph cells in the animals almost doubled within a few days. It was also found that two kinds of animals and humans were immune from cancer—those naturally immune and those in whom immunity was induced through the previous injection of lymph tissue—New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal.

Nephropexy.

Marion, Journal d'Urologie advocates a revival of this operation. He reports 53 operations without deaths. Twenty-six cases were followed. Only one case was made worse. Pain was relieved. Digestive disturbances were cured in 6 to 16 patients. Four nervous conditions were relieved out of eight. (Note: We confess to a prejudice against this operation. E.g. woman, 3rd degree right kidney, operated on contrary to advice. Kidney firm as a rock, 10 years after operation, in a peculiar slanting abnormal position. Almost constant pain. Similar case, kidney fairly firm but urine has shown albumin and casts after operation, normal previously. Case of unexplained nephralgia. Kidneys not movable but anchored under belief that they were. Pain not relieved. Case referred back on the ground that kidneys had worked loose again. They were not loose and never had been. On the other hand, there is no question but that certain cases are permanently relieved by operation. Still, a bandage holds the kidneys in fairly good position and relieves the pain and nervous reflexes. Slight movability may be permanently cured by deposit of fat due to better nutrition. Third and usually second degree cases can not be cured by medical treatment but, after wearing the bandage for a few months, permanent subjective relief may usually be
expected and, at the worst, the bandage has to be resumed occasion-
ally.—Buffalo Medical Journal.

MEDICAL

TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS BY COMPRESSION.

Eugene Grenier, of Montreal, Jour. de Med. et de Chir., Aug.,
gives the following historic notes: Carson of Liverpool, 1822,
suggested that pulmonary collapse would expedite healing; Ram-
adge of London, 1834, arrived at the same idea; Piorry, about
1865, advocated strapping the chest; Forlanini of Pavia began a
series of articles on the subject in 1882 but did not do his first
therapeutic pneumo-thorax operation till 1892, about which time,
Murphy of Chicago employed the same measure. Among 327
tuberculosis patients observed by Grenier in the year ending June
30, 1915, 19 were selected for artificial pneumo-thorax; 12 cases
have been observed long enough for a report. The attempt at
pneumothorax failed in one case. Of six cases of complete pneu-
mothorax, 4 have been arrested, 1 ameliorated, 1 has shown no
improvement. Of 5 cases of incomplete pneumothorax, good re-
sults have been obtained in 2, fair in 1, and failure in 2.—Buffalo
Medical Journal.

PRESENT STATUS OF DISEASE OF THE BILE APPARATUS
AND PANCREAS.

Hochhaus regards cirrhosis of the liver as the result of a num-
ber of interacting causes which explains why it is so refractory
to treatment. Referring to the bile secretion, he calls attention
to recent study of the secretion of bile in a man with a fistula into
the liver (Ignatowsky). Animal albumin stimulated the produc-
tion of bile much more than vegetable albumin, and fat even still
more. Mineral waters, on the other hand, checked the secretion
of bile. These findings confirm empiric experiences. Reach re-
ported last year that morphin, epinephrin, pilocarpin and atropin
increased the tonus of the sphincter at the papilla of Vater and thus retarded the outflow of bile, while papaverin relaxed this sphincter. Hence the latter might relieve in jaundice in which spasm of this sphincter is a factor. In the diagnosis of pancreas disease, an excess of creatin or fat in the stools is easier to determine and more decisive than the ferment content. Hustin's recent research has confirmed the statements as to the stimulating action of pilocarpin on the pancreas. He found (experimentally) that this action was not direct but occurs only when part of the intestine is functionally capable. When this is the case, pilocarpin intravenously stimulates pancreatic secretion. Sodium bicarbonate seems to have the opposite effect, depressing pancreas secretion. Wildbrand concludes from his study of this subject that sodium bicarbonate can be relied on to check the external secretion of the pancreas while the internal is probably stimulated by it.—Journal of the Amer. Med. Asso.

INDICANEMIA.

Haas refers to the original discovery of indican in the blood of uremic patients by Obermayer and Popper. Their observations were promptly confirmed and soon afterward it was learned that indican could be present in the blood in both acute and chronic nephritis when there were no evidences of impending uremia. It is now acknowledged that indicanemia is rather an unfavorable prognostic in chronic nephritis, or, in other words, is evidence of a certain degree of renal insufficiency. The author decided to study the subject of indicanemia anew on two cases of chronic nephritis. One patient had cirrhotic kidneys with high blood pressure, while the other had ordinary chronic parenchymatous nephritis with blood pressure normal and much albumin in the urine. Both patients had indicanemia and in both the residual nitrogen was still normal. It therefore became evident that the presence of indican in the blood antedates azotemia as evidence of future mischief, and the more delicate and trustworthy the test for indican in the blood the greater the promise for a prognostic resource. Also of great importance is the ratio between residual
N and indican in the blood. The amount of the aminoacid fraction of residual N may also be looked on as representative of the degree of renal insufficiency, and the ratio of aminoacids and indican in the blood should furnish another criterion of that condition. The rest of the paper is devoted to a study of Jolles' indican reaction.—Medical Record.

Further Use for Emetine.

Emetine is a wonderful drug, says Clinical Medicine. Already it has been definitely and permanently credited with three important therapeutic fields of action in which it has proved itself to be virtually a specific; and it appears the end is not yet. Experimental research and clinical observation continue to be carried on and seem to be revealing still more scope, or at least greater possibilities, for this remarkable remedy.

Elsewhere in the journal cited is an abstract of an article from the pen of one W. A. Tatchell, published in The China Medical Journal of May, 1915 (the same quarter of the world, by the way, from which came the official confirmation of its specificity in amebic dysentery), giving a report of some striking results obtained from the use of emetine in pulmonary tuberculosis; not, however, as naturally might be supposed, in the arrest of hemoptysis, in which role emetine has already established itself, but in the general improvement of the patients and, what is yet more noteworthy, in the disappearance of the tubercle-bacilli from the sputum.

The report is, of course, too meager and incomplete to warrant, as yet, any positive conclusions, even in cases reported, much less any generalizations concerning the effect of emetine, if any, upon the micro-organisms or the lesions they produce. Nor are we unmindful of the inevitable tendency, even among scientists (who are just as human as other men), to exaggerate the virtues of a newly investigated and really wonderful remedy. Nevertheless, when an allowance has been made for these considerations, there is enough in Dr. Tatchell's report to make us "sit up and take
notice." Certainly, this question is worth looking into, thoroughly and earnestly.

Tuberculosis is such a disastrous disease, and our present weapons of attack and defense against it so few and unsatisfactory, that anything which holds a promise of efficacy demands our painstaking investigation. On the other hand, emetine has, within the last few years, disclosed such remarkable therapeutic qualities in directions where they were least expected that it will pay, in view of the Dr. Tatchell's report, to conduct experiments with it in this newly suggested field. Inasmuch as emetine appears to be harmless when given in reasonable doses, there is no reason why it should not be given a thorough and complete trial in a long series of cases of tuberculosis—The Medical Brief.

OBSTETRICAL

AGAINST LIGATURE OF THE UMBILICAL CORD.

The structure of the vessels of the normal umbilical cord is such that when divided or torn they do not bleed. This fact has been overlooked by obstetricians, who almost universally ligature the cord before division. A. N. Rachmanod (Med. Rev.), who is the Director of a Lying-in-Hospital in Moscow, first proposed in 1907 not to ligature the cord in normal full-term infants, and has since carried out the method in 16,000 cases. Of 10,000 consecutive births during 1909, 1910 and 1911 the cord was not ligatured in 8,283 cases (82.83 per cent). In 1,717 it was ligatured. In 428 the ligature was applied without indication by midwives unused to the routine. In 238 the cord was ligatured, because immediate separation of the child was required owing to the necessity for operations or to control maternal hemorrhage. In the remainder the indications for ligature arose from abnormalities of the child. If the cord is not divided before all pulsation has ceased (12 to 18 minutes after delivery) only a few drops of blood escape in a healthy child. If hemorrhage occurs the ligature may then be applied. This only occurs in pathological cases and is due
to hemophilia, syphilis, or other disease predisposing to hemorrhage. The writer claims that the cord thus left to itself becomes dessicated remarkably rapidly (within 20 or 24 hours), but does not completely separate until the fifth or sixth day. Ligature of the cord should be reserved as a therapeutic measure in pathological cases such as premature birth and asphyxia neonatorum, or owing to maternal indications, such as post-partum hemorrhage.—Critic and Guide.

EXCLUSIVE RADIOThERAPY OF UTERINE CANCER.

Flatau has not operated on cancer of the uterine cervix since 1913. The proportionate number of women still living and cured under radiotherapy alone is larger than he could ever report before with abdominal operations for cancer of the cervix. It is beyond question that an incipient cancer focus can be destroyed by radium without leaving a trace. But certain experiences have suggested the possibility that although the primary focus may thus vanish without leaving a trace, there is a possibility that metastases may develop at remote points, far beyond the scope of the rays. Time alone can tell whether radiotherapy will oust surgery from the arena of treatment. The surgeon and the radiotherapeutist can go on working, each in his sphere; in time comparison of the results will show which is superior.—Journal of the Amer. Med. Asso.

INTESTINAL TOXEMIA OF THE NEW BORN DUE TO RETAINED MECONIUM.

Intestinal toxemia in the new born is best described by Dr. J. L. Morse (American Journal of Diseases of Children, Vol. X, p. 229), who says it is not at all an uncommon one and unless recognized may end fatally. (Philip S. Potter, Pediatrics, June 1915.)

It would not be amiss to quote the symptoms as outlined by Dr. Morse, inasmuch as it is practically impossible to find a description in the textbooks.
"A baby that was normal at birth and has continued to seem normal and to do well up to the second, third, fourth or even fifth day, becomes rather suddenly ill. He is likely to cry and moan considerably, although he is not infrequently unusually quiet. Attacks of cyanosis are a common and early symptom. Twitching of the extremities, slight general rigidity and retraction of the head come on in many instances, while convulsions are not infrequent. The temperature is, as a rule, only moderately raised, but may be high. In the more severe cases the baby refuses to nurse. Vomiting is uncommon. There is in most instances no diarrhea, in fact, the tendency is to constipation. In the majority of instances the symptoms develop before the baby has ceased to pass meconium, and it is very common to find it has not passed as much as the average baby. If the stools are not composed of meconium, they are usually small in amount, loose, dark brown and contain small, soft curds and mucus. They are often offensive. The abdomen may be distended, but usually is not. Loss of weight is generally rapid, the face becomes pinched, and in all but the mildest cases it is evident that the baby is seriously ill. If the bowels are thoroughly cleaned out, all food stopped for a time and water given freely, recovery is usually rapid and complete. If the bowels are not cleaned out and food is continued, a fatal termination is not uncommon and recovery is, in any event, slow."—Medical Review of Reviews.
The Call of the Low Cost.

“A very telling article appeared in Puck, issue of April 15th, comparing the investment of time and money necessary to qualify for the practice of medicine and of Christian Science. It is conservatively estimated that the average medical graduate has given from four to seven years of his time, representing at least $3,000; living expenses during course, $3,000; books, instruments, laboratory charges, etc., $1,000; hospital internship expenses, $1,000; or $8,000 as the cost of his preparation for care of the sick. The Christian Science “healer” buys a copy of Mother Eddy’s “Science and Health,” at $3.00, and a Prince Albert suit at $35.00; $38.00 in all, prepares him to pray over poor fools for pay. Why be a hardworking doctor.”

The above editorial, taken from Pharmacal Advance, explains financially the rapid growth of Christian Science in this country. At the same time it explains the increase in the number of healers of all sorts though it makes no specific reference to them. Until our legislatures see fit to enact laws that will control all manner of healers and put them on the same basis as regular physicians, this increase is going to continue from year to year. That homoeopathy, Christian Science, Osteopathy, Chiropractic and other such schools of healing have some good points cannot be denied, but that they can be practised without the same preliminary train-
ing that doctors take, is very wrong and seems very much like class legislation. If some of our leading practitioners switched off from regular medicine to some of those other schools it would not be so bad since they would be eminently qualified to judge just in what cases to use their healing powers and in what cases to use something more material than absent treatment or strict homoeopathy. That none of the best regulars ever change is one of the strongest arguments against these new schools of healing.

If surgeons operated and never found pathology, if the post-mortem room findings were always normal organs, then disease could be attributed to the mind, and mental treatment would be the treatment. However, we all know that such is not the case, and we also know that the teachers and professors of these new healing arts can never know whether real pathology exists or not. Real doctors can not always differentiate imaginary ills from the real. If such is the case, then how can we expect from those who have had a very insufficient schooling, to say the least, anything better?

To treat diphtheria, acute appendicitis, a ruptured ectopic gestation, a fractured thigh, malignant tumors and a thousand other conditions by anything else than the knife or some medicine known to be potent, is criminal, and yet, owing to the presence of these healing arts in our midst, such is being done every day. Of course they will all die out in due time, but in the interim many lives will be lost. The question is, isn't the medical profession largely to blame for this state of affairs? Have you, doctor, said or done anything that might protect the people against such arts?
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CONTROLLING CANCER IN ENGLAND.

Portsmouth was the first municipality in England to undertake a public educational campaign for the control of cancer, and it would appear that the measures adopted in 1913 are already taking effect. The annual report of the Medical Officer of Health, Dr. A. Mearns Fraser, for the year 1914, which has just been received, states that there were only 197 deaths from cancer in Portsmouth last year as compared with 230 in 1913. This decrease, which occurs in the face of an increase of population, is hailed with satisfaction by the Portsmouth sanitary authorities as justifying their efforts to reduce the cancer death rate by persuading persons who are attacked with this disease to avoid delay and to seek treatment before it is too late for more than palliative measures. Dr. Fraser reports that from statements made to him by local medical men the publication of circulars and newspaper articles by the Health Department has been instrumental in inducing a number of persons suffering from early operable cancer to secure treatment, the result of which it is hoped will be permanent.

When the educational measures were put in force two years ago, the cancer death rate of the city had for a long period been increasing. Twenty years ago the average death rate from cancer in Portsmouth was 6.79 per 10,000 of the population, but in 1913 it had risen to 9.16 per 10,000. In that year the total number of death was only 34 less than were caused by tuberculosis. While admitting that the increase in the recorded cancer death rate might have been caused in part by improved methods of diagnosis, the Health Committee of the Portsmouth Town Council nevertheless believed that the present number of deaths was unnecessarily

*By invitation.
large, and they felt it incumbent to adopt whatever measures might lessen the ravages of the disease. The initiative came from Dr. Charles P. Childe, senior surgeon of the Royal Portsmouth Hospital and a member of the Health Committee of the Town Council. As early as 1906 Dr. Childe in his book "The Control of the Scourge" had given to the public the benefit of his extended experience with cancer. At his suggestion the Portsmouth authorities in 1913 began a campaign of public education under the official auspices of the Health Department. The methods adopted included the monthly publication in the local newspaper of articles regarding cancer and the printing and distribution of a Health Department circular on the subject. Arrangements were made for periodical lectures to midwives, nurses, and to those engaged in social work in Portsmouth. The Health Department further made provision for free microscopical examinations and reports on suspected cancerous growths in order to assist physicians in immediate diagnosis in the case of patients who were unable to pay for such laboratory service. The experience of the Portsmouth authorities had been that by far the majority of patients who presented themselves at hospitals suffering from cancer exhibited the disease in a stage too advanced to be cured. It was held that the reason for this delay in seeking advice was not as a rule because patients feared operation, but because they were ignorant that they were suffering from anything serious until they began to suffer pain. The fact that cancer at its onset is almost always painless should be widely realized in order that the public may learn the importance of other symptoms which will enable them to recognize the disease in the early stages when it can nearly always be successfully removed by competent surgery.

It is Estimated that 50 per cent of all Blindness Is Preventable.

This statement will be surprising to many—that one-half of the sightless people in this country need not have been blind had proper care been given to their eyes. But it has long been known
by those endeavoring to prevent unnecessary blindness that more than a quarter of the pupils in the schools for the blind are sightless because their eyes were not properly treated during the first few days of life; that poor midwives are in part responsible for this tragedy; that children become totally or partially blind from neglected "sore" and "weak" eyes and from neglect after attacks of such infectious diseases as measles, scarlet fever, etc.; that progressive nearsightedness among children may cause total or partial blindness if neglected; that household and industrial accidents cause the loss of many eyes; that drinking wood alcohol or inhaling its fumes in close places cause both blindness and death; that inadequate lighting and glaring surfaces are responsible for much visual disturbance, including eye-strain; and that eye-strain is a frequent cause of both mental and physical inefficiency.

Visiting nurse organizations and womens clubs, working independently or, better still, together, can perform valuable service in the elimination of these causes, thereby saving babies, children and adults from lifelong blindness.

Examination of Candidates for Assistant Surgeon.

Treasury Department,
United States Public Health Service.

Washington, September 7, 1915.

Boards will be convened at the Bureau of Public Health Service, 3 "B" Street, S. E., Washington, D. C., and at the Marine Hospitals of Boston, Mass., New York, N. Y., Chicago, Ill., St. Louis, Mo., Louisville, Ky., New Orleans, La., and San Francisco, Cal., on Monday, November 1, 1915, at 10 o'clock, a. m., for the purpose of examining candidates for admission to the grade of Assistant Surgeon in the Public Health Service.

Candidates must be between 23 and 32 years of age, graduates of a reputable medical college, and must furnish testimonials from two responsible persons as to their professional and moral character. Credit will be given in the examination for service in
hospitals for the insane or experience in the detection of mental diseases. Candidates must have had one year's hospital experience or two years' professional work.

Candidates must be not less than 5 feet, 4 inches, nor more than 6 feet, 2 inches, in height, with relatively corresponding weights:

The following is the order of examination: 1, Physical; 2, Oral; 3, Written; 4, Clinical.

Candidates are required to certify that they believe themselves free from any ailment which would disqualify them for service in any climate.

Examinations are chiefly in writing, and begin with a short autobiography of the candidate. The remainder of the written exercises covers the various branches of medicine, surgery, and hygiene.

The oral examination includes subjects of preliminary education, history, literature, and natural sciences.

The clinical examination is conducted at a hospital.

The examination usually covers a period of about ten days.

Successful candidates will be numbered according to their attainments on examination, and will be commissioned in the same order. They will receive early appointments.

After four years' service, assistant surgeons are entitled to examination for promotion to the grade of passed assistant surgeon. Passed Assistant Surgeons after twelve years' service are entitled to examination for promotion to the grade of Surgeon.

Assistant Surgeons receive $2,000 Passed Assistant Surgeons $2,400, Surgeons $3,000, Senior Surgeons $3,500, and Assistant Surgeon-Generals $4,000 a year. When quarters are not provided, commutation at the rate of $30, $40 and $50 a month, according to the grade, is allowed.

All grades receive longevity pay, 10 per cent in addition to the regular salary for every five years up to 40 per cent after twenty years' service.

The tenure of office is permanent. Officers traveling under orders are allowed actual expenses.

For invitation to appear before the board of examiners, address "Surgeon-General, Public Health Service, Washington, D. C"
“Elixir Saloform Comp., Flexner.” Contains 20% alcohol. An efficient remedy for rheumatism, gout, cystitis and uric acid solvent. Prepared for physicians’ prescriptions only. Robinson-Pettet Co., incorporated. (See advertisement in this issue.)

A Chicago physician reports:

“Some time since a young lady patient of mine learning that her mother, who lives in New York, was so very ill from neuralgia and general prostration that the case was considered alarming, as no relief could be obtained except from the use of narcotics, asked my advice, and I told her that while I was not at liberty to interfere, if her doctor was willing, she should try Tongaline. I have just learned that the mother did so and is now so much improved as to be able to go to the Adirondack Mountains to recuperate.”

The Value of Gyoco-Thymoline in Treating Intestinal Disturbances.

The condition of the alimentary canal in all diseases of that tract is one of either congestion or depletion of the villi.

Auto-intoxication follows a condition of depletion, and while this condition is not the direct cause of the “self-poisoning” the restoration to normal conditions would undoubtedly prevent septic absorption.

The condition in diarrheal diseases is one of stasis with a great amount of exudation of serum, the villi being greatly distended.

In either case a return to normal conditions is most readily effected by an agent producing an exosmotic action—in the one case to deplete and in the other to produce the exudation necessary to wash out the intestines and prevent auto-infection.

That Glyco-Thymoline will do this effectively has been demonstrated time and time again—and many clinical reports from many
Physicians testify to its great power as a curative agent in all such cases.

Physicians and their families when visiting New York City should register at the Hotel Breslin.

Located in the very heart of the city at 29th and Broadway. Five minutes' walk to the New York Post Graduate Medical School and eight minutes, surface car, to the Polyclinic Medical School. Three minutes to the Pennsylvania Station. Three minutes from five of the largest department stores. Six minutes from twenty of the principal theatres. The elevated and subway stations conveniently accessible. Hudson Tubes and Fifth Avenue busses two blocks away.

The BRESLIN is a high class house with the most moderate rates in the City of New York. A real home-like hostelry with every modern comfort and convenience—catering only to the best people. The spacious lobby fitted with luxurious easy chairs is inviting to the tired shopper or sightseer. The quiet air pervading the whole is conducive to a home-like atmosphere found nowhere else in New York City. The culinary department is under the supervision of an expert chef—an artist and pastmaster in the preparation of good things to eat. The Dixie Room is noted as the best place in New York City to get real OLD FASHIONED SOUTHERN cooking. The BRESLIN serves a DIXIE DINNER for a dollar which can not be equaled. The service in every department is pleasing and satisfactory. Rooms with running water from $1 to $2. With bath or shower from $1.50 to $3. Everything new and modern, equipped to satisfy the most exacting taste. Enquiries cheerfully answered by Mr. Roy L. Brown, Manager, Hotel Breslin, New York City.

THE REMEDY OF CHOICE IN CARDIAC AFFECTIONS.

It is interesting to note the growing interest medical men are taking in Cactina Pillets as a safe and dependable cardiac tonic. This is not surprising; indeed the only surprising feature is that the efficiency of this remedy has not been more generally realized.
Hardly any one drug, with the possible exception of digitalis, has a broader field of activity, and there are many competent observers who place it first among cardiac remedies. Experience has shown that the most conspicuous influence of Cactina upon the heart is its effect on the local nutrition and consequent increase of the muscular motor energy. Certainly it is the heart tonic par excellence, since it increases heart action and restores nerve function with a promptness that is rarely observed with any other remedy.

Made from a dependable preparation of Mexican Cereus Grandiflorus, Cactina Fillets are especially effective in functional disorders of the heart associated with feeble, irregular pulse, more or less dyspnea and a sense of chest oppression. In such cases the effect of Cactina Pillets is exceedingly gratifying, the heart being promptly steadied and strengthened, and dyspnea markedly relieved. Tachycardia and palpitation are quickly controlled, and the precordial sensations which cause so much apprehension are soon dispelled.

In accomplishing the foregoing, the physician does not have to apprehend toxic or untoward effects, for Cactina Pillets are not only non-cumulative but totally devoid of all unpleasant or disagreeable action. It is hardly to be wondered at, therefore, that careful, painstaking physicians are not only using Cactina Pillets more extensively than ever, but are gradually coming to look upon this preparation of cactus as the remedy of choice in functional affections of the heart.
Flexner's Solution of Albuminate of Iron

*Flexner's Solution of Albuminate of Iron* (Liquor Ferri Albuminatis—Flexner)

Albuminate of Iron is a definite chemical compound of albumen and Iron. In the manufacture of the preparations of this iron salt, we use fresh egg albumen only. Albuminate of Iron is the organic compound present in the red corpuscles of the blood. It does not disturb digestion, neither does it constipate. Contains in each teaspoonful one grain of the Iron salt, and it is perfectly stable and bland. Clinical experience has demonstrated its superiority as a chalybeate.

**PINT BOTTLES, $1.00**

Please prescribe ORIGINAL bottles, OUR label.

---

Robinson's Lime Juice and Pepsin

Pure Concentrated Pepsin combined with Pure Lime Juice.

An exceedingly valuable Combination in cases of Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Biliousness, Heartburn and Mal-Assimilation.

**APERIENT AND CHOLAGOGUE.**

Impaired Digestion is the consequence of a sedentary life, coupled with nervous and mental strain.

**Reliable Pepsin** is one of the best Digestive agents known. Pure Lime Juice with its APERIENT and CHOLAGOGUE characteristics, with the Pepsin furnishes a compatible and most efficient combination as a remedy for the disorders named.

Robinson's Lime Juice and Pepsin is PASTABLE and GRATEFUL to the taste.

**Dose**—Adult, dessertspoonful to tablespoonful, after eating. Children one-half to one teaspoonful, according to age.

**PRICE**—6 oz. Bottles, 50 Cents. 16 oz. Bottles, $1.00.

---

**SALOFORM** (Flexner)

Saloform is a definite Chemical Compound the component parts of which are Hexamethylene, Tetramine, Salicylic Acid and Lythea.

The properties of Saloform are those of Uric Acid Solvent and of a Genito-Urinary Antiseptic. As a Uric Acid Solvent it is indicated in Rheumatism, Gout, in Phosphaturia, in Gravel, and in Renal Colic.

As a Genito-Urinary Antiseptic it limits suppuration anywhere along the Urinary Tract, from the Kidneys down to the orifice of the Urethra.

It has been used with most excellent results in Pyelitis, and Pyonephrosis, in Cystitis, and in Gonorrheal and Non-Gonorrheal Urethritis.

**SALOFORM** (Flexner) is obtainable in powder, tablet or elixir.

**Powder**—in 1-oz. vials, dose 30 grains, 4 times daily (under physicians prescriptions), per 100 $1.25.

**Tablets**—5 grains, to a bottle, dose, 2 tablets 4 times daily (under physicians prescriptions); per 100, $1.25.

**Elixir**—in 16 ounce bottles, dose, teaspoonful after each meal and at bedtime (under physicians prescriptions), per bottle $2.00.

Physicians who have used Saloform are enthusiastic in their praises of its merits.

---

Robinson's ELIXIR PARALDEHYD 10 PER CENT.

**Hypnotic, Sedative Anodyne, Diuretic,**

**INDICATIONS**—Sleeplessness, Irritability, Nervousness, Headache, Colic, Etc.

In doses of 45 grains, it calms restlessness and insomnia, and procures an unbroken sleep of from four to seven hours duration, leaving behind neither languor, nausea, nor digestive disorders. It is proposed as possessing the good without the evil qualities of Chloral.

Our Elixir contains 45 grains of the Paraldehyd in each fluidounce, dissolved in an aromatic menstruum whereby the objectionable taste of the chemical is to a great extent disguised, and the preparation rendered palatable.

**DOSE**—10 per cent 2 to 8 fluidrachms. **PINT BOTTLES, $1.50.**

N. B.—We also make 25 per cent strength.

**PRICE**—PER PINT, $2.00.

---

**WE NOW MAKE**

(1) Solution Albuminate of Iron, | Pints, $1.00

(2) Syrup Albuminate Iron and Strychnine | Half Pints, $1.00

Please specify ROBINSON'S Original Bottles. For sale by Druggists.

**ROBINSON-PETTET CO.** (INcorporated)

**Manufacturing Pharmacists**

Louisville, Ky.

We shall be glad to furnish you with specimens of our preparations. Address requests to Pharmacists in charge.

We shall be glad to furnish you with specimens of our preparations. Address requests to Pharmacists in charge.
Vin Mariani
Introduced Nearly Half a Century Ago
"The preparation which made Coca known as a remedy!"
Priority, Facilities and Processes of Manufacture Maintain
Mariana Coca Preparations Inimitable.

Avoid "Coca Wines" Extemporaneously made with Cheap Wines and Cocaine:
Substitutes harm patients and betray confidence in the unique properties of Coca.

Vin Mariani
Represents True Coca with a Sound Nutritious French Wine.
An Adjutant to all other Remedies in
Convalescence—Wasting Diseases—Neurasthenia
And Allied Conditions from any cause.

Inquiries from Physicians Receive Ethical Considerations.

Mariani & Co.,
52 West 15th Street, New York
Laboratories: Neully Sur-Seine, France.
THE CINCINNATI SANITARIUM
FOR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

A strictly modern hospital fully equipped for the scientific treatment of all nervous and mental affections.
Situation retired and accessible. For details write for descriptive pamphlet.

F. W. LANGDON, M.D., Medical Director
B. A. WILLIAMS, M.D., Resident Physician
EMERSON A. NORTH, M.D., Resident Physician
GEORGIA E. FINLEY, M.D., Medical Matron
H. P. COLLINS, Business Manager

BOX No. 4   COLLEGE HILL   CINCINNATI, OHIO

Iodinized Emulsion  (SCOTT)  Creosotonic  (SCOTT)
THE IDEAL INTESTINAL ANTISEPTIC.  THE IDEAL SYSTEMIC ANTISEPTIC.
Indicated in Typhoid and other slow fevers.
Dysentery, Chronic Diarrhoea and gastro-intestinal troubles.

Samples and Literature free on request.

NEW ORLEANS POLYCLINIC
Post Graduate School of Medicine Tulane University of Louisiana. Twenty-ninth Annual Session opens September 27, 1915, and closes June 3, 1916
Physicians will find the Polyclinic an excellent means for posting themselves upon modern progress in all branches of medicine and surgery.
The specialties are fully taught, including laboratory and cadaveric work. For further information, address:
CHAS. CHASSaignac, M. D., Dean.

NEW ORLEANS POLYCLINIC
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Postoffice Drawer 770

Tulane also offers highest class education leading to degrees in Medicine, Pharmacy, Dentistry, Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.
The Nashville Journal of Medicine and Surgery

This standard publication has just entered upon its 108TH volume. The attention of the medical profession is called to improved appearance, and to the better character of its contents.

Physicians who desire to read a live, PROGRESSIVE MEDICAL JOURNAL, will do well to avail themselves of the low subscription price at which this excellent periodical is offered.

A Handsome Premium to New Subscribers

A CLINICAL THERMOMETER FREE

To all new subscribers who will send $1.00 for one years subscription to the Journal from date, we will send a reliable clinical thermometer in nickel case, with pin and chain attached. This offer good as long as the supply lasts. Fill out coupon attached and mail at once, so as to get advantage of this offer.

Find enclosed $1.00 for which send the Journal and Thermometer to

Dr. ____________________________

Town __________________________

County _________________________

State __________________________
These Three Bottles, Doctor, Are For You

No. 1 Contains Cascade Whisky Just From The Still—
No. 2 Contains Cascade Whisky PURIFIED—
No. 3 Contains Cascade Whisky Just As It Comes To You

Purified as no other Whisky on the Market and Reaching the Consumer the Absolute Acme of Quality and Flavor.

The Samples, are Designed, Doctor, to show you the Difference Between Cascade and Other Brands

The Final Purifying Process Makes CASCADE STAND OUT AS THE LEADING MEDICINAL WHISKY A Post Card Brings Them To You

GEO. A. DICKEL & CO., Distillers, Nashville, Tenn.

Is the Heart Flagging?

Is it losing its power and becoming irregular and weak? If so,

CACTINA PILLETS

are indicated, and one every hour or two will quickly correct ARRHYTHMIA, impart tone to the heart muscle and restore efficiency to the whole cardiac mechanism.

Samples on Request

SULTAN DRUG CO., St. Louis, Mo.
An Effective Alternative

rapidly readjusts bodily processes by correcting perverted functions and re-establishing normal metabolic activity. It is the capacity of IODIA in this direction—its well known ability to restore a proper balance between tissue waste and tissue repair that makes it of such pronounced therapeutic value in RHEUMATISM, GOUT, the SCROFULOUS DIATHESIS, LATE and HEREDITARY SYPHILIS, CHRONIC SKIN DISEASES, GOITRE and CHRONIC DISEASES IN GENERAL. For many years IODIA has been the standard tonic alternative, and the uniformly satisfactory results careful discriminating physicians have obtained in treating the strumous disorders of all ages, have proven beyond all doubt that this eligible remedy is unsurpassed in its field of activity.

PARIS
BATTLE & CO.
ST. LOUIS
LONDON

Obstetrical Charts in colors, sent on receipt of 25c postage paid. Ready for delivery

6 LIGHTNING SHOTS
That's what you get if you use the Stevens Repeating Shotgun No. 520.
The repeating action is so simple that you can work it with only your thumb and finger.
No matter how fast you pump this gun you cannot possibly back or clog it.
The empty and the loaded shells travel by two separate routes. There is no chance for them to meet and jam.
If your dealer hasn't it, we will send, express prepaid, on receipt of List Price, $27.00.

Points for the Sharpshooter, Hunter and Trapshooter
Write us and tell us what kind of shooting you are most interested in and we will write a letter of advice with many valuable pointers for the Hunter and Sharpshooter. We will give you short cuts to expert marksmanship, which will not only make you a better shot than you already are but will cut down your ammunition bills as well.

J. STEVENS
ARMS & TOOL CO.
DEPT. S.
The Factory of Precision
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

McCALL PATTERNS
Celebrated for style, perfect fit, simplicity and reliability nearly 40 years. Sold in nearly every city and town in the United States and Canada, or by mail direct. More sold than any other make. Send for free catalogue.

McCALL'S MAGAZINE
More subscribers than any other fashion magazine—million a month. Invaluable. Latest styles, patterns, dressmaking, millinery, plain sewing, fancy needlework, hairdressing, etiquette, good stories, etc. Only 50 cents a year (worth double), including a free pattern. Subscribe today, or send for sample copy.

WONDERFUL INDUCEMENTS to Agents. Postal brings premium catalogue and new cash prize offers. Address THE McCALL CO., 238 to 248 W. 37th St., NEW YORK
Cerebral Sedation

is not infrequently the first and most essential detail of scientific therapeusis, and on its prompt, effective and safe accomplishment a patient’s welfare is often wholly dependent. With so much therefore at stake, the selection of the hypnotic or sedative agent to be used is invariably a matter of more than ordinary importance. The preference usually given by painstaking practitioners to

BROMIDIA

is the logical result of its well established efficacy in reducing hyper-activity of the cerebral circulation, controlling mental excitation and producing sleep that is normal, restful and recuperative.

The exceptional quality of its ingredients, its absolute purity, constant uniformity and non-secrecy are details that have helped Bromidia to hold its widely recognized position during the past thirty years, as the safest and most dependable hypnotic at the command of the medical profession.

The Latest Word on Pellagra

PELLAGRA

ETIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, DIAGNOSIS, TREATMENT

By STEWART R. ROBERTS, A. B., M. Sc., M. D.
Associate Professor of Principles and Practice of Medicine, Atlanta College of Physicians and Surgeons; Neurologist to Wesley Memorial Hospital, Atlanta, Georgia.

250 Royal Octavo Pages-Illustrated-Price, $2.50

No other disease is so dreaded today as Pellagra. The meager knowledge obtainable about its etiology and the uncertain methods of treatment hitherto prevailing have caused it to be feared by all who are familiar with its ravages. For the first time in its history some tangible facts have been worked out along the line of etiology, and rational methods of treatment have been determined. Doctor Roberts has studied this disease in all its phases in America, and at the present time is completing personal observations of the disease in its natural habitat, Italy, working out the mooted points of etiology and pathology with the experts of Europe. Personal investigations have been conducted in the laboratory and in the homes of the stricken victims. It is needless to say that this monograph will be the latest word on this subject and will bear the stamp of authority.

This Book will be Ready for Distribution January 1, 1912

C. V. MOSBY MEDICAL BOOK AND PUBLISHING COMPANY
METROPOLITAN BUILDING, Grand Avenue and Olive Street ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
Intestinal Indigestion
traceable to hepatic torpor and insufficient biliary secretions, is promptly benefited by the use of

CHIONIA

This reliable cholagogue, without catharsis, produces a tangible increase in the biliary output; and thus not only controls intestinal fermentation, but markedly stimulates the secretory activity of the intestinal glands. Few remedies are more efficient or prompt in relieving all functional hepatic and intestinal disorders.

DIRECTIONS—One to two teaspoonfuls in water three times a day.

PEACOCK CHEMICAL CO., St. Louis, Mo.
The Briggs Infirmary
FOR THE TREATMENT OF SURGICAL DISEASES

THIS INSTITUTION is located in the central part of the city, easily accessible by several lines of electric cars. Separate buildings for male and female patients, rooms well ventilated handsomely furnished and supplied with all the conveniences of modern hospital establishments. Excellent cuisine and competent trained nurses. The operating rooms are equipped with all the requisites of modern operative surgery. Rates of board reasonable. Twenty-Third season opened September 10, 1914. For further information address—

CHARLES S. BRIGGS, A. M., M. D.,
Or SAMUEL S. BRIGGS, M. D.,

Corner Summer and Union Sts.

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
Syrupus Hypophosphitum Fellows

One of the most efficient, most complete, and best all-round Tonics in the Materia Medica!

For four and a half decades its reputation has been constantly increasing!

Reject Cheap and Inefficient Substitutes Preparations "Just as Good"

Theo. Tafel Co.

W. E. Englert, Prop.

Surgical Instruments, Hospital Supplies, Supporters and Trusses

Everything for Sickrooms

153 Fourth Avenue, North
Nashville, Tenn.

Write for Prices